ABSTRACT The parametric design of passive bipedal walkers (PBWs) has been addressed by considering its dynamics in sagittal plane only. Nevertheless, with the aim of obtaining a complete parametric description, frontal plane dynamics must also be involved. Hence, in order to obtain a synergetic design of a PBW that simultaneously couples operating requirements of both planes, a concurrent design problem is proposed. The concurrent design approach is established as a nonlinear discontinuous dynamic optimization problem with mixed design variables and is solved by using four variants of differential evolution (DE) algorithm. The reduction in differences among Poincaré mapping values related to consecutive gait cycles is proposed as the performance function, where its minimization must induce the convergence toward a limit cycle in PBW frontal and sagittal planes. A comparative analysis between the proposed concurrent design and a sequential design process is carried out for a particular case study: the PBW with single joint and curved feet. The simulation results show the advantages of the obtained concurrent design solutions to provide stable gait cycles in both PBW planes. In addition, the statistical analysis of the applied DE variants indicates that DE/best/1/bin promotes an efficient tradeoff between exploration and exploitation of solutions in the objective space. For the particular problem, this results in a high design reconfigurability, mainly associated with the material assignment diversity provided by the optimizer.
I. INTRODUCTION
The concept of bipedal walking is defined as a process of consecutive single and double support phases developed by two legged systems, with the requirement that the horizontal displacement of its mass center is strictly monotonous, and the swing leg position locates in the front of the support leg at the instant before a step finishes [1] . According to [2] , the study of bipedal locomotion is divided into two main approaches: the gait analysis and the gait synthesis. The gait analysis is associated with biomechanical studies, where the nature of human walking makes difficult to identify essential and non-essential features to develop a satisfactory locomotion; this is because human gait is analyzed entirely. Then, it is not possible to evaluate the effects of the absence of specific anatomical characteristics which induces a certain walking behavior, as muscles or tendons. In the case of gait synthesis, the approach implies the study of artificial walking systems, where each physical feature is simplified by the identification of fundamental kinematic and dynamic requirements which generate stable gait cycles; making gait synthesis more suitable for the design of bipedal systems. The gait synthesis, as well as bipedal walkers design, can be addressed from two points of view: static bipeds and passive bipeds. Static bipeds are those where the control system governs all their degrees of freedom, deriving in complex and energetically inefficient bipedal walkers. In contrast, Passive Bipedal Walkers (PBWs) acquire their locomotion energy from the influence of gravity on the mechanical elements of the system (without the help of actuation or control). The interest concerning these types of walkers, arises from its mechanical simplicity and high energy efficiency.
The research of PBWs begins with McGeer et al. [3] , where a PBW performed stable gait cycles on a slightly inclined slope. Later in [4] , a simple model capable of generating limit cycles was proposed. According to [3] and also in [5] , the variation of physical parameters in a PBW such as foot radius, hip mass, leg inertia, leg mismatch and position of mass center, significantly influences the gait indicators as stability, step length, speed, energy efficiency and others. With regards to the compass gait systems with point feet, a walking surface with a large or small inclination, as well as a particular mass distribution, can result in unstable behavior [6] . On the other hand, the consideration of feet with a large radius of curvature and a mass center significantly separated from the ground, improves the stability of the walker [7] . In a similar way, a study about optimal foot shape for a PBW was made in [8] ; this work concluded that curved feet waste less energy when colliding with the ground, in comparison with flat feet.
Therefore, with the aim of achieving stable gait cycles in PBWs, it is important to find a set of physical parameters which promotes this behavior. In some studies, Garcia et al. [4] , Ni et al. [7] , Kwan and Hubbard [8] , and Asano and Harata [9] expertise was required to find physical parameter combinations which generate limit cycles for a certain model. Another method is to find the fixed points and the basin of attraction of the PBW model through a cell mapping method, by considering a set of parameter combinations [5] , [10] . Recently, the research about PBWs is focused on testing stability of dynamic models subjected to different structural assumptions or environments [11] - [14] , and converting passive machines into semi-passive systems through implementing control strategies [15] - [17] . Nevertheless, in the case of studies about purely passive walkers, it is observed that finding a proper parameter setting which accomplishes certain operating requirements is a hard task.
Currently, meta-heuristic optimization techniques are implemented to solve engineering design problems of complex systems [18] , since they are population-based techniques which have stochastic properties to promote the search of solutions near the global one. Meta-heuristic optimization techniques in the design of bipedal locomotion systems have been used in [19] - [22] . A bipedal limb composed of an eightlink planar mechanism with a single degree of freedom was designed in [19] by proposing a dimensional synthesis optimization problem; the designed mechanism tracks a similar human ankle trajectory with the aim of generating bipedal locomotion. This design results from the solution of the optimization problem by applying the Differential Evolution (DE) variant DE/rand/1/bin. The optimal parametrization of a PBW with compass gait was obtained in [20] ; stable gait cycles in the sagittal plane with a specific load transportation capacity were obtained by using DE algorithm. Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm for the optimal mass distribution of a PBW with knees and upper body was implemented in [21] . The solution of the optimization problem seeks stable limit cycles by minimizing the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix associated with the first-return function of the system, and also reduces its energy consumption. In [22] , a PBW that travels on uneven surfaces was studied; the optimal parameters were obtained by a genetic algorithm and the efficiency, robustness and energy consumption of the system were evaluated. The main characteristic of most studies related to PBWs and its parameter variation effects is that gait cycles only depend on the sagittal plane analysis, ignoring the influence of their frontal plane parameters and its dynamic behavior. It is clear that the design of PBWs not only depends on sagittal plane parameters and its corresponding dynamics. Assuming that physical PBWs are composed by rigid bodies as its structural elements, it is also necessary to consider the dynamics and design parameters on its frontal plane in order to provide a more complete structural description of the system and hence, the trade-off between the sagittal and frontal design parameters as a concurrent design framework will increase the walking performance of the resultant PBWs.
On the other hand, the advantages of the use of meta-heuristic algorithms and its capacity to solve complex mechatronic design problems have been demonstrated on concurrent design works [23] . An example of this is presented in [24] , where DE techniques were applied to the concurrent structure-control design of a five-bar parallel robot for finding the optimal geometric parameters and controller gains. Another example is shown in [25] , where a concurrent design problem for a continuously variable transmission was stated and solved by using both mathematical programming (gradient-based techniques) and evolutionary algorithms; in that work the advantages of using evolutionary algorithms are emphasized.
Hence, the main motivation of this work is described by the following: i) The formulation of a concurrent PBW design where the structural parameters in the sagittal and frontal planes are simultaneously obtained. Such formulation is stated as a nonlinear discontinuous mixed constrained dynamic optimization problem and solved by using metaheuristic algorithms. It is important to mention that due to the PBW in the present work being composed of nonlinear and discontinuous dynamics (due to the single and double support phases), gradient-based optimization techniques are not used because this type of methods cannot handle discontinuities and also they are more sensitive to initial conditions. ii) The importance of considering the dynamic coupling of sagittal and frontal plane in a unique design stage is validated through a comparative analysis with respect to a sequential design, where the PBW parameters are separately designed. Hence, the design advantages of the proposal are highlighted.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the dynamic model considered in the optimal design process. The formulation of the optimization problem involving the objective function, design variables, constraints and the detailed parametrization of the PBW is presented in Section III. The description of the DE algorithm variants is addressed in Section IV. In Section V the performance comparison among algorithm variants is carried out in order to find the best design and also to know the efficiency of the search in the nonlinear discontinuous dynamic optimization problem. In addition, a comparative analysis between the proposed concurrent design approach and a sequential one is given in order to show the advantages of the proposal. Finally in Section VI the conclusions are drawn.
II. DYNAMIC MODEL
The generation of PBW gait cycles consists in alternated single and double support phases that are developed in sagittal and frontal plane; this implies that the complete dynamic behavior is composed of two hybrid dynamic models, each associated with frontal and sagittal plane. Both dynamic models are described by a nonlinear continuous function that corresponds to the single support phase and a nonlinear discrete function related to the double support one.
Some general assumptions are established in order to describe the dynamic behavior of the PBW [26] : i) The gait cycles are developed considering two dynamic behaviors: the bipedal gait in sagittal plane and an oscillatory motion in frontal plane. ii) The PBW is composed of two rigid legs each one with the same kinematic and dynamic parameters.
iii) The leg mass is concentrated at the corresponding mass center. iv) Frictionless joints are considered. v) An inclined surface in the sagittal plane is required to provide the PBW movement. vi) The PBW can only walk along a straight line then, the effects of the moments and forces related to the transverse plane dynamics (e.g. by following curved paths in passive dynamic turning [27] ) are not considered. vii) Foot rolling movement is developed without slipping and friction. viii) Collisions between the swing leg and the ground are fully inelastic (no slip and no bounce). The description of sagittal and frontal dynamic behaviors is addressed as follows. In the sagittal plane, the PBW legs change their role (swing leg converts into the stance leg and viceversa) when a step finishes i.e., after the swing leg collides with the ground. Each role change must be carried out at a half of the PBW frontal plane oscillation period; then, PBW gait in sagittal plane also describes an oscillatory motion with period T sag . Fig. 1 shows the PBW configuration in single support phase, where the term γ is the slope angle. The kinematic parameters associated with each leg are represented by the complementary geometrical parameters b, d and the foot rolling radius R s ; besides, the dynamic parameters are the mass m sag , the link mass center CM sag and inertia I sag of each PBW leg.
The behavior of the PBW dynamic model in the frontal plane is described by a continuous dynamics and a discrete velocity transfer model which generate an oscillatory motion with period T fro . As can be seen in Fig. 2 , the kinematic parameters are described by the length a, the foot rolling radius R f and the angle φ, whereas its related dynamic parameters are the total mass m fro , the link mass center CM fro and the inertia moment I fro for both PBW legs including them as a single link.
A. SINGLE SUPPORT PHASE
The phase of single support is related to the behavior of the PBW swing leg from the instant when it leaves the ground until the instant before it collides; then, this behavior denotes a continuous motion. Therefore, the single support phase of sagittal and frontal planes can be modeled through the EulerLagrange equation as:
where q η ,q η represent the generalized coordinate and velocity vector; K ς σ q η ,q η and U ς σ q η are the kinetic and potential energy associated with the single support phase of the PBW. The superscript ς ∈ {f , s} indicates the PBW related plane, assigning f and s for frontal and sagittal plane, respectively. Then, the closed form of the resulting dynamic model can be represented by (2) .
where σ ∈ {ss, rm, fc} and q η ∈ q f , q s . In the case of single support phase of sagittal plane, the subscript σ = ss is assigned in the dynamic model (2); furthermore, the generalized coordinate vector is established as VOLUME 7, 2019
T , where the subscripts refers to the current role of the leg; the term sw is assigned to the swing leg and the term st to the stance leg.
On the other hand, the single support phase of the frontal plane dynamic model is composed of two different conditions which depend on the PBW angular position. With respect to Fig. 2 , the first condition occurs when θ f > φ. In this case, the system develops a rolling movement caused by the foot radius R f . Here, q η = θ f and σ = rm are set in (2) to define the corresponding dynamics. The second condition is when θ f ≤ φ, which means that the stance leg rotates around the inner foot edge, as shown in Fig. 3 . Then, the system is modeled as a fixed kinematic chain and σ = fc is assigned in (2) to represent the dynamics for the second condition. 
B. DOUBLE SUPPORT PHASE
Based on [28] , the discrete transition equations associated with the collision instant relate the PBW states just before and just after the swing leg collides with the ground. The pre-impact and post-impact configurations of the PBW, can be determined by q + η = Wq − η , where W ∈ R 2×2 is an antisymmetric matrix with unit elements and q + η , q − η ∈ R 2 . The signs + and − are related to the collision instant after and before it occurs. In order to carry out the velocity transfer between both legs at collision instant, the principle of conservation of angular momentum is applied by using the general expression:
This equation represents a discrete model and is only computed once per transition event, and is evaluated in the sagittal and frontal plane collisions. For the detailed mathematical description of sagittal and frontal plane dynamic models, see Appendix B.
III. OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
The aim of solving the proposed concurrent design problem is to attain an optimal structural description of the system, which considers its frontal and sagittal dynamic behaviors in order to develop stable gait cycles. A realistic design description is reached by the use of rigid bodies as structural elements, with the purpose of satisfying the design requirements in both PBW planes simultaneously; also, the consideration of different materials in PBW parts is stated. Hence, from the geometric description of each structural element and its material assignment, the kinematic and dynamic parameters of the model equations (2) and (3), must propitiate (without any control input) the developing of stable gait cycles when the PBW is placed over an inclined surface.
A. OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
The formulation of the objective function is related with the minimization of the differences among system states values, both in frontal and sagittal plane transition events along consecutive steps. Then, double support phases of frontal and sagittal plane are stated as Poincaré Sections in order to evaluate periodicity of the PBW behavior [28] . Similar to [20] , which determines convergence towards limit cycles by a complete comparison of PBW states of consecutive steps, the present work attains convergence by evaluating only the system states in the Poincaré Sections along few consecutive gait cycles. Therefore, if the PBW dynamic behavior denotes a periodic motion, its state-space trajectories must not diverge and stay close to each other. Thus, the Poincaré Map is formulated as:
where Q ς is the Poincaré Section associated with the double support stage of each PBW plane; the subscript k ς indicates the time discretization in which the system states q η of frontal and sagittal dynamic models are measured, just after a gait cycle finishes. Therefore, the objective function is proposed as follows:
where f , s 1 , s 2 ∈ R, are:
In these equations, k ς = 1, ..., k ς,last , ∀ ς ∈ {f , s} indicates the total number of complete computed gait cycles, which occurs at collision instants t c during each frontal and sagittal plane simulation time intervals. In (6), the Poincaré mapping values are calculated in consecutive steps by using the frontal plane collision event in (3); this is made with the purpose of measure frontal plane angular velocity differences. Since the PBW angular position in frontal plane at collision instant is θ f = 0, it is only considered angular velocity. As in the frontal plane, Poincaré mappings of equations (7) and (8) are related to the measure of differences between the states of both legs in the sagittal dynamics. In this case, the states corresponding to the swing and stance leg are evaluated after velocity transfer occurs. Through the above, it is expected that by minimizing the differences between these indicators, the state-space trajectories converge to a stable limit cycle. In order to scalarize the objective function value, its formulation is made according to [29] , where
and µ f , µ s 1 , µ s 2 are the utopia points and weights of each term of (5), respectively.
B. DESIGN VARIABLES
The design vector is described by the geometric variables which characterize the structural elements of the PBW, the density of different materials and the initial condition of frontal plane simulation that causes an oscillatory movement with a period T fro . From Fig. 4 , the geometric variables of the design vector are defined. As a mean to explore different behaviors of the PBW gait, the dynamic properties of the original foot geometry are slightly modified adding a fixed shape in its upper surface. The structural elements Ankle-A and Leg-L, are described by their length-l, height-h and width-w parameters. Then, Ankle-A dimensions are stated by the parameter subset
A cylindrical shape is proposed for the element associated with the Hip-H, that is described by its radius H r and length H l . The parameter H sp denotes the hip support position with respect to the upper edge of the Leg-L.
Foot-F geometry is described by the radii R f and R s that are related to each PBW plane; also, Foot-F is described by length F l and width F w parameters. The material assignment of each structural element is denoted by the variables ρ F , ρ A , ρ L and ρ H , for the PBW parts Foot-F, Ankle-A, Leg-L and Hip-H, respectively. At last, a variable θ f ,ini which refers to the initial condition that is applied to the dynamic simulation of the frontal plane is established. Hence, it is considered that the proposed design variables are the minimum necessary to characterize kinematically and dynamically both planes of the PBW; thus, the design vector p ∈ R 18 is:
where p c ∈ R 14 is the vector of continuous design variables and p d ∈ R 4 is the vector of discrete design variables; both vectors are expressed as:
Also a set of constant parameters is assumed; these parameters are related to the characteristics of the Bearing-B that is used to mount the Hip-H with the Leg-L; Bearing-B is parametrized by an annular geometry of outside radius B r,o = 0.0095m, inside radius B r,i = 0.0025m and width B w = 0.006m. Likewise, it is assumed that the Bearing-B material is steel with density ρ ST = 7850kg/m 3 . The element Shaft-S which couples the Hip-H to the Bearing-B, has a circular cross-section of radius B r,i , length L l and density ρ H . VOLUME 7, 2019
1) MASS OF STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS
With the purpose of evaluating the PBW behavior, it is necessary to determine the dynamic properties of the structural elements that are considered in design process; each element that composes the PBW has associated a mass m , where the subscript ∈ {F, A, L, H , B, B n , S} indicates the related PBW structural part. With regards to assembling the PBW joint, an element B n which represents a cylindrical portion of material that is removed from the Leg-L is considered; this material portion is geometrically described by the radius B r,o and length L l . Furthermore, to simulate the PBW behavior in sagittal plane, the mass of one leg m sag is calculated in (12) , where the vector of the PBW structural element masses is
and the vector 1 ∈ R 7 represents a vector with elements set as one. For the simulation of the frontal plane, the total mass m fro is determined in (13) . For further details of the total mass components m sag see Appendix C.
2) CENTERS OF MASS
As sagittal and frontal plane dynamic models are associated with the masses m sag and m fro , respectively, the position vectors of their mass centers (14), (15) and (16) where the vectors x sag,e and y sag,e collect the mass center coordinates of each structural element in sagittal plane.
In a similar manner, the position vector of the frontal plane center of mass CM fro is determined by (17) , (18) and (19) where the vectors x ϒ,e and y ϒ,e , ∀ ϒ ∈ {Le, Ri} collect the mass center coordinates of each structural element related to the left and right legs in PBW frontal plane.
For further details of the mass center components see Appendix C.
3) INERTIA MOMENTS
The calculation of the inertia moments I sag and I fro which are related to the PBW sagittal and frontal plane dynamic models respectively, is made through the expressions: 
4) COMPLEMENTARY KINEMATIC PARAMETERS
According to Figs. 1-2, the remaining kinematic parameters a, φ, b and d must be established to describe entirely both planes of the PBW. Then, as can be seen in Fig. 4 , these parameters are determined by:
Furthermore, it is required to determine the amplitude of the angles that describe the motion of the system on each plane, which are related to the radii R f and R s , as shown in Fig. 5 . The angles β fro and δ sag denote the motion amplitude of the PBW in frontal and sagittal plane, and are limited by inner and outer edges of the part Foot-F. Thus, the parameters are calculated as:
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C. CONSTRAINTS
The constraints of the proposed concurrent design problem involve the maximum mass of the PBW, the maximum angular displacement in the frontal and sagittal plane, the density of the selected materials, the upper and lower limits of continuous design variables, as well as the pertinence of structural and operating requirements of the system; the assignment of the constant values which bounds each constraint is aimed at obtaining a final design that is capable of being manufactured. With the objective of delimiting the mass of the PBW, each leg mass is constrained by:
where m sag,max = 10kg. Also, the kinematic entities b and d must be consistent with the stated dynamic model, by avoiding negative values on the difference of these parameters; therefore, this is accomplished through the expression:
Additionally, to prevent that motion amplitude exceeds Foot-F dimensions, inducing that the PBW overturns, it is necessary to evaluate that rolling movements in both planes are delimited by:
where θ fro,max and θ sag,max are the maximum angular displacements in frontal and sagittal plane, respectively; both displacement measures are inherent to an specific set of design variables values and are calculated from the simulation of frontal and sagittal plane models. Hence, considering that solutions search is addressed by a population-based method, these values change depending on the behavior of each individual produced by the optimizer. As mentioned earlier, the PBW behavior is characterized by the dynamic coupling between its both planes; thus, a gait cycle period T is required with regards to synchronizing frontal and sagittal behaviors. In this sense, it is proposed that period T belongs to a range in which the PBW gait presents similar characteristics to those obtained in [26] :
where T inf = 0.8s and T sup = 1.4s denotes the minimum and maximum values of the PBW gait period, respectively. Therefore, the gait period T must be matched with the oscillatory motion of each plane by:
Finally, the constraints inherent to the upper and lower limits of the continuous design variables are also established:
where the upper and lower limit constant values of p c are shown in Table 1 . Regarding to the discrete values of the materials density, aluminum, steel, ABS plastic, PLA plastic and Medium Density Fibreboard (MDF) are considered, where their respective density values are: ρ AL = 2700kg/m 3 , ρ ST = 7850kg/m 3 , ρ ABS = 1050kg/m 3 , ρ PLA = 1250kg/m 3 and ρ MDF = 450kg/m 3 . The materials are chosen based on their availability and ease of machining, and their structural assignment is expressed as:
where the above indicates that the density of the elements Foot-F, Ankle-A, Leg-L and Hip-H change along optimization process according to the set of proposed materials. VOLUME 7, 2019 
D. OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM FORMULATION
The concurrent design of the PBW is stated as a nonlinear discontinuous dynamic optimization problem with mixed design variables (NLDDOPMDV), and consists of finding the optimal design vector p * , that describes the geometric characteristics of the structural elements of the PBW, the density of these elements and the initial condition that is applied on simulation of frontal plane dynamic model, which minimizes the differences of Poincaré mapping values related to consecutive gait cycles, subjected to the design and operating requirements. Thus, the formulation of the optimization problem is:
Subject to:
1) The dynamic model of the system (2),(3).
2) The design and operating requirements of the PBW (29), (30), (31), (32), (33), (34), (35), (36) .
3) The limits of the continuous design variables (37) and the density of available materials (38).
IV. DIFFERENTIAL EVOLUTION ALGORITHM
The Differential Evolution algorithm is proposed in [30] for the solution of optimization problems, mainly in continuous search spaces. The structure of its processes coincides with most evolutionary algorithms, since it is composed of initialization, mutation, crossover and selection stages. With the aim of solving the design problem, the algorithm variants DE/rand/1/bin, DE/best/1/bin, DE/current to rand/1/bin and DE/rand/2/dir, are selected. The selection of these variants of the algorithm is based on [31] , where the performance of different modalities of DE are compared in the evaluation of a set of benchmark functions. The work concludes that the versions of the algorithm previously mentioned, showed the best performance in the search of the global optimum for nonseparable multimodal problems. For this reason, these DE variants are selected, mainly due to the high nonlinearity of the PBW concurrent design problem. The nomenclature of the algorithm is denoted by DE/x/y/z, where x indicates the way in which individuals are chosen for the mutation process, that can be randomly (rand), considering the best individual of the current generation (best) or involving the current individual (current to rand, current to best). The variable y refers to the number of pairs of individuals that carry out the mutation process. The variable z establishes the nature of the crossover, which in our case can be binomial (bin) or based on the individuals objective function values (dir) [32] . In the following subsections, each of the algorithm processes proposed in [30] are explained in a general way, indicating the specific characteristics of the study case. 
where j = 1, ..., 14 and the random number generator rand j (0, 1) provides a random number from a uniform distribution in the range [0, 1) for each value of j. Also, x min and x max denote the limits of the design variables established above. The initial values of discrete variables are assigned according to [33] by the equations: 
T . In Equation (41), the floor function truncates its argument to the lower immediate integer value.
B. MUTATION
Subsequently, the algorithm mutates the population to generate NP mutant vectors v i G from:
where ξ and κ depend on the variant of the algorithm to be implemented. Table 2 lists the mutation mechanisms of the DE variants that are implemented in this work; also, r 1 , r 2 and r 3 are the indexes of three individuals of the population in the generation G, chosen in a pseudo-random way in the range [i, NP], such that r 1 = r 2 = r 3 = i. The factor F ∈ (0, 1) is a positive real number that controls the speed with which the population evolves. The factor CR ∈ [0, 1] controls the influence of the father and mutant vector on the generation of the test vector, where large values of CR privilege the influence of the mutant vector.
D. SELECTION
Finally, the population for generation G + 1 is created from a selection process between father and test vectors, considering the constraint handling mechanism (CHM) expressed in [34] , that dictates the following rules:
• Between two feasible individuals, the one with the greatest aptitude is chosen.
• Between a feasible and an unfeasible individual, the feasible individual is selected.
• Between two nonfeasible individuals, the one that has violated a smaller number of constraints is selected. Thus, CHM guides the population individuals towards the feasible region. Due to the stochastic nature of the algorithm and the nonlinearity of the problem, some individuals that are generated randomly could present impossibility in the calculation of their structural parameters or dynamic properties. To deal with such a predicament and similar to [24] , these individuals are penalized in its objective function by an extremely large value, in such a way that the elitism of the algorithm does not allow its continuity along optimization process generations. The pseudocode of the implemented algorithm is shown in Alg. 2.
E. OBJECTIVE FUNCTION EVALUATION
The minimization of the proposed objective function (5) implies that the reduction between Poincaré mapping values of consecutive gait cycles causes that dynamic behavior of each PBW plane converges towards a limit cycle. Hence, a synergetic coupling between the frontal and sagittal dynamics is required in order to achieve that transition events of both planes occur at the same instant; in consequence, a synchronization between PBW movements can be reached.
With the purpose of evaluating J for a certain PBW parameters configuration, its dynamic model simulation is required. Therefore, f , s 1 
end if end for end for oscillation period T fro is obtained; also, the number of complete cycles k f is computed from the simulated behavior. In this sense, when a cycle of PBW frontal plane trajectory is about half of the estimated oscillation period, the swing leg collides with the ground in the sagittal plane. Therefore, by considering T sag = T fro , the sagittal plane simulation is performed with regards to identifying convergence towards a limit cycle and the count of complete cycles k s is realized. From the above, if a limit cycle exists in both dynamic behaviors and the coupling condition T = T fro = T sag is accomplished, the developing of PBW gait cycles is validated; conversely, if it does not happen, the PBW cannot walk. The procedures of evaluating frontal and sagittal plane dynamic models are shown in Alg. 3 and 4.
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Algorithm 3 PBW Frontal Plane Dynamic Model Simulation
Initialization: set frontal plane dynamic model parameters, initial time t = t 0 , sampling time t, final time t fro , initial conditions q η = θ f (t 0 ) ,θ f (t 0 ) T , number of computed gait cycles k f = 0, auxiliar collision counter c = 0 and angle φ.
Let PBW frontal plane dynamics:
fc. while t < t fro do
Compute the behavior of PBW in frontal plane at present time t. Then, solve by Euler method the frontal plane dynamics: From θ st (t) and θ sw (t) for t = t 0 , ..., t sag , build the trajectories for right and left leg of PBW: θ rigth (t), θ left (t). Estimate sagittal gait period T sag : T sag = T est θ right (t) , θ left (t) for t = t 0 , ..., t sag At last, due to sagittal and frontal dynamic models are nonlinear, it is necessary to solve the resultant differential equations using a numerical technique. Then, time intervals t fro,sim = t 0 , t fro and t sag,sim = t 0 , t sag for frontal and sagittal simulations are stated, respectively. These intervals are divided into n time stages of length t, and choosing a vector of initial conditions q η (t 0 ) ,q η (t 0 ) , the set of nonlinear differential equations is solved from initial time t 0 = 0 until t fro and t sag for frontal and sagittal dynamics, respectively. Contemplating that the evaluation of both dynamic models per individual implies a high computational cost, the use of Euler integration method is proposed. It should be noted that function T est q η (t) allows estimating a periodicity from the resultant states for t = t 0 , ..., t * of frontal and sagittal dynamic models simulations through the use of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results and discussions are divided into three subsections. The first part involves the solution of the NLDDOPMDV related to the concurrent design of the PBW; the best design vector and a measure of the solution search efficiency is determined by a comparative study of the performance of each applied DE variant. In the second part, the convergence of the optimal concurrent design parameters given by DE variants is discussed. Finally, a comparative analysis between the proposed concurrent design approach and a sequential one is given in order to show the advantages of the proposal.
A. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF DE VARIANTS
With the purpose of performing the concurrent design process in the PBW, some details of the optimization problem are stated. It is considered that the NLDDOPMDV has some characteristics which difficult the use of gradient-based methods in the solution search: Frontal and sagittal plane dynamic models are discontinuous due to continuous and discrete functions in the single and double support phases, respectively, which results in discontinuous objective function space. Furthermore, discrete design variables cause that design space is also discontinuous (difference among discrete values promote searching in different design space regions). From previous considerations, the gradient-based techniques can not solve the NLDDOPMDV because those techniques converge to local solutions near the initial one and also diverge in discontinuity problems (the gradient function cannot be computed). Therefore, stochastic algorithms are employed to find solutions near to the global optimum.
In the objective function of the optimization problem, the utopia points are established as On the other hand, the complexity of the proposed NLD-DOPMDV is verified through the quantification of the parameter = |NF|/|RS| [35] , which measures how difficult it is to generate feasible solutions by using random design variables. A large value in indicates that the NLDDOP-MDV easily finds the feasible region. In this case, feasible solutions are not found (i.e., NF = 0) by proposing a set of RS = 1, 000, 000 random solutions into the optimization problem. The obtained value = 0 indicates that the search of feasible solutions is a hard task, providing information about the complexity for finding solutions in the nonlinear discontinuous design space; hence, the analysis of different optimization techniques is required to find a suitable solution into the highly discontinuous nonlinear search space.
Ten independent runs per each DE variant are carried out, considering a population size NP = 60 and stop criterion G max = 2000. The algorithm parameters are set as follows: the crossover factor CR, the scale factor F and the parameter K are randomly obtained per generation; the first parameter is given in the interval 0.8 ≤ CR < 1 and the last two are set in the interval 0.3 ≤ F, K ≤ 0.9. All runs are programmed in Matlab and executed on a PC with an Intel Core i5 processor at 2.5 GHz and 8 GB of RAM. The descriptive statistics of ten independent runs per each DE variant is displayed in Table 3 . The data sample is composed by the averages of the objective function of the population at last generation, associated with each run of the applied DE variants. Hence, the mean (Avg.(*)), the standard deviation (S.D.(*)) and the best and worst individuals objective function values from each set of runs are shown in Table 3 , where the minimum results are marked in boldface. In order to make general conclusions about the performance of DE variants, a non-parametric test [36] is used. distributions in the data sample) is selected with a significance level of 5%. In this case, the rank sums R + and R − denote the best algorithm in the pair of samples whether the p − value does not surpass the significance level of 5%. The summary of the number of wins of each algorithm based on the Wilcoxon test is shown in Table 5 . From Tables 3-5 different findings are observed:
• With a confidence interval of 98% the DE variant which includes the best individual into the mutation process provides the best performance among algorithms. In particular the DE/best/1/bin presents the minimum average of the performance function (see column Avg.(J) of Table 3 ) and also in all comparative results, the DE/best/1/bin outperforms the rest of algorithms (see Tables 4 and 5 ). Furthermore, it is important to observe that the best algorithm performance has the second larger value in the standard deviation (see Table 3 ). This indicates that the use of the best information from population does not imply a premature convergence to a solution.
• The worst DE variant performance is given by DE/current to rand/1/bin and DE/rand/2/dir because they present the largest performance function average (see Table 3 ) and also with a confidence interval of 100% the obtained data samples do not present a significant difference among the rest of the algorithms, as can be seen in Tables 4 and 5 . Hence, the use of information inherent to the individual objective function value and the use of discrete-arithmetic recombination, do not favor the search of good regions in the design space.
• Based on the statistical evidence presented in Table 5 , the DE variant performance can be ordered from best to worst as follows: DE/best/1/bin, DE/rand/1/bin, DE/current to rand/1/bin and DE/rand/2/dir. In order to know the convergence rate of DE variants, the behavior of the performance function mean J average along the best run of each DE variant is presented in Fig. 6 . The vertical dashed line indicates the generation number where all individuals in the population are feasible. It is observed that the two worst DE variants i.e., DE/rand/2/dir and DE/current to rand/1/bin find the feasible region in a faster and slower way, respectively. This is attributed to the exploration and exploitation capabilities of each algorithm. Hence, this indicates that not only a better exploration (slower convergence rate to feasible region) or exploitation (faster convergence rate to feasible region) of the individuals in population is independently required to find the best solution in the design space of the nonlinear discontinuous concurrent design problem, but a trade-off is required to find better design results as is attributed to the variant DE/best/1/bin.
B. OPTIMAL CONCURRENT DESIGN CONVERGENCE
According to the main objective of the design proposal, the behavior of T fro and T sag related to each DE variant optimization process is shown in Fig. 7 . The dynamic coupling of DE/best/1/bin, DE/rand/1/bin and DE/current to rand/1/bin individuals is reached at T = 1.0s; in contrast, DE/rand/2/dir individuals achieved its dynamic coupling at T = 0.83s. Furthermore, the evolution of design variables through generations of DE variants, provides the kinematic and dynamic parameter behavior presented in Fig. 8 . Those figures are obtained from best runs per each DE variant, where it is observed that population individuals of all applied DE variants attain dynamic coupling among both PBW planes; besides, the kinematic parameters converge faster to stable solution (around 1000 generations), whereas the dynamic parameters given by the masses and the inertias, do not present a convergence towards a bounded value. This fact is attributed to the changes of material configurations in PBW structural elements, as verified in Table 6 , where the material assignment in the last population of each best DE variant run is revealed. The dynamic parameters variation is a good characteristic into the optimization process because those changes provide more design reconfigurability in the PBW that develop gait cycles in both planes. By examining the data of Table 6 , different findings are observed:
• The variants DE/current to rand/1/bin and DE/rand/1/bin show a high number of design configurations (high solution diversity). Each one of these variants generate 50 types of different material assignments, indicating that 83.3% of design solutions are different among them, and hence present different dynamic parameters.
• The smallest number of design configurations is obtained by DE/rand/2/dir which obtained 20 different material assignments implying a diversity of 33.3% among design solutions.
• The best DE variant DE/best/1/bin (based on the performance analysis of Section V-A) produces 39 different configurations, which implies a diversity of 65% among design solutions (neither high nor small solution diversity). Hence, based on these results a trade-off in the diversity of solutions is related to the search for better design parameters, then DE/best/1/bin provides the best trade-off in order to get the best design.
• The assignment of steel in the structural elements is significantly reduced in the concurrent PBW design, allowing the assignment of lighter materials.
C. COMPARATIVE RESULTS: CONCURRENT DESIGN VERSUS SEQUENTIAL DESIGN
The formulated concurrent design problem expects that by minimizing J , the system states on Poincaré mappings be almost the same along consecutive steps, generating the convergence towards a limit cycle; in this approach, the search of the optimal design parameters of both planes is performed simultaneously. Therefore, with regards to evaluating the quality of the concurrent design results, a comparative study among the proposed approach and a sequential design process is carried out. The comparison is focused on determining which design method provides the best operating characteristics in its solutions; thus, the resultant individuals of both design techniques must comply its design requirements by finding an optimal set of physical parameters which generates a coupling between frontal and sagittal dynamic behaviors. The proposed sequential design process is obtained by establishing two optimization sub-problems in a separate way, where each is associated with the achievement of sagittal (optimization sub-problem 1) and frontal (optimization subproblem 2) plane design requirements. It is important to note that the same objective function and constraints presented in the concurrent design problem are used in the sequential design problem to make a fair comparison. The design variables in sequential design problem is split by
The sequential design problem is described below: Optimization sub-problem 1: this design stage corresponds to the search of structural parameters that generate stable gait cycles on the sagittal plane. Taking into account that the system is parameterized, the geometric variables and dynamic properties of all the structural components are defined in this design sub-problem. The optimal design vector p * sag is found by minimizing the Equations (7) and (8), subjected to the sagittal plane dynamic model, the constraints (29), (30) , (32) , the upper and lower limits of structural variables and the material assignment of each structural element. To evaluate the sagittal plane behavior of solutions, a desired gait period T is required; hence, the dynamic coupling condition is stated by T = T sag . Lastly, with the aim of performing the second design stage (optimization sub-problem 2), the best solution for the first optimization sub-problem is chosen.
Optimization sub-problem 2: the solution search is focused on finding an initial condition on frontal plane dynamic simulation that synchronizes the frontal oscillation period T fro , with the gait period T sag of the best solution derived from the previous design stage. The design solution vector p fro of this sub-problem is achieved by the minimization of the expression (6), subject to the frontal plane dynamic model, the constraint (31) , and the coupling condition T fro = T sag .
Both sequential design sub-problems are solved by the four DE variants used in the concurrent approach; also a population size NP = 60 and a stop criterion G max = 1000 for each design stage are proposed. The algorithm parameters VOLUME 7, 2019 are assigned as in the concurrent design method. Additionally, the same constant values inherent to the constraints and design variable limits are stated. As a design requirement, the dynamic behavior of both planes must be coupled at T fro = T sag = 1.0s.
The best design vectors p * and their related dynamic model parameters obtained by each DE variant for the concurrent and sequential design approaches are presented in Tables 7-8 . In order to compare the best obtained parameters in both design approaches, the performance J and its terms f , s 1 and s 2 are shown in Table 9 . Besides, the number of completed gait cycles k ς at frontal ς = f and sagittal ς = s plane simulations are presented. The last column B.I.F. indicates whether the obtained solution fulfills all constraints (feasibility checking). Furthermore, the phase plane plots in the sagittal and frontal PBW planes for the best design vectors are shown in Fig. 9 . From Tables 7-9 and Fig. 9 , the following comparative facts are observed:
• The concurrent design approach obtains designs with improved performance function (see J in Table 9 ); also all design solutions are feasible. Conversely, the sequential approach obtained design solutions with worse performance function and are all unfeasible. Both design approaches provide design solutions where the limit cycle in the sagittal plane is satisfied (see Fig. 9 ). Nevertheless, the sequential design cannot develop limit cycles in the frontal plane as the concurrent design can. This indicates that the synergy in the parameters of both planes notably influences the passivity behavior of PBWs, i.e., the limit cycles are guaranteed in both planes.
• The optimal concurrent designs obtained by different DE variants produce two gait periods (T = 1.0s and T = 0.83s). In all cases (see T fro and T sag in Table 8 ) the coupling condition T fro = T sag is accomplished. This is attributed to the high reconfigurability of the design parameters in the concurrent design. Conversely, the coupling condition is not satisfied in the sequential design approach, i.e., the optimal design solutions of the sagittal plane (optimization sub-problem 1) achieves a gait period of T sag = 1.0s, but the optimal design solutions in the frontal plane (optimization subproblem 2) cannot develop a proper oscillatory movement. Hence, the sequential design approach does not guarantee the limit cycles in both planes and then, the bipedal gait cannot be achieved.
• In sequential design, the number of computed cycles k f is significantly higher than concurrent method; this occurs because the state-space trajectories of the frontal plane dynamics develop a residual oscillatory movement with higher frequency and fewer amplitude than concurrent design solutions. Physically, this means that PBW get stuck in its frontal movement. Therefore, the periodicity estimation of this type of dynamic behavior is Not Considered (N.C.) as can be observed in column T fro of Table 8 and then, unfeasible results are provided in the sequential design caused by a non desired dynamic behavior of θ f ,θ f on the PBW simulations.
Finally, the CAD of the best parameters for both design approaches is displayed in Fig. 10 . It is observed that the best individuals for both design approaches are structurally different mainly in the parameter H l , where the sequential design generates a very long hip in the PBW which results in an inappropriate frontal plane oscillatory behavior. This fact indicates that the sagittal and frontal design variables of the PBW must be simultaneously designed to guarantee the coupling condition T fro = T sag .
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the synergetic design of a PBW which simultaneously includes sagittal and frontal plane parameters is proposed as a concurrent design approach. This is formulated as a nonlinear discontinuous dynamic optimization problem with mixed design variables (NLDDOPMDV), where the optimal structural design of the system implies that its physical parameters must induce stable gaits in both planes when the PBW is placed over a shallow slope. This approach provides a formal design method to obtain a set of optimal parameters for a realistic description of a PBW, which takes into account the sagittal and frontal plane behavior of the system, its dimensional structural elements and manufacture aspects derived from the material assignments. The main advantage in the concurrent design process is that optimal results achieve the coupling condition T = T fro = T sag which means that limit cycles in both planes are guaranteed and hence the PBW gait.
The comparative results with the sequential design approach indicate that the sequential design effectively comply the sagittal design requirements for the optimization sub-problem 1 ignoring the effects of design variables related to the frontal plane dynamic behavior; as a consequence, the search of an optimal initial condition in optimization sub-problem 2 is bounded by the solution characteristics at first design stage. Therefore, sequential design procedure cannot obtain the necessary optimal parameters to meet the operating requirements for the synchronization of sagittal and frontal movements.
On the other hand, the statistical analysis indicates that the best DE variant for the solution of the NLDDOPMDV is DE/best/1/bin. The results indicate that DE/best/1/bin promotes an efficient trade-off between exploration and exploitation of the population individuals for the particular problem. The DE variants that independently promotes the exploitation (DE/rand/2/dir) or exploration (DE/current to rand/1/bin) of the search space cannot reach the neighborhood of the best solution and then, they present the worst results.
In the proposed approach the decision maker of the tradeoff among performance functions in the obtained design is taken a priori by choosing the appropriate weights in the performance functions. Then, a unique trade-off is considered in the obtained solutions. Hence, a future work proposal consists of multi-objective formulation based on Pareto approach of the PBW concurrent design where a set of optimal Pareto solutions with different trade-offs is found and a posteriori decision maker must be carried out without predefining the specific trade-off prior to obtaining the design solution.
APPENDIX A NOMENCLATURE
With the aim of present the used symbols, the nomenclature has been divided into two main areas: Dynamic model symbols and design problem symbols. The header of each subgroup of symbols denotes the ambit where they are mainly considered. Vector of discrete design variables
Hip-H geometric parameters B, B n Bearing-B mounting geometric parameters ∈ {F, A, L, B, Set of structural elements where α = θ f − φ if θ f > 0, otherwise α = θ f + φ. On the other hand, the frontal plane velocity transfer occurs when θ f = 0 and is expressed by:
APPENDIX C PBW DYNAMIC PARAMETERS A. MASS OF STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS
In order to calculate m sag and m fro , described through (12) and (13), the masses of PBW structural elements are: 
where the upper integration limits F l,c and F w,c are the numeric values that are assigned to the variables F l and F w in each iteration of the solution search; the geometry of this PBW part is described by the surface equation which is formulated in [26] ; this expression is modified as follows:
where F h is the Foot-F height and a constant value c = R 2 f − F 2 l − R f + R 2 s − F 2 w − R s is used to perform a function shift along the vertical axis in order to achieve F h > 0.
B. CENTERS OF MASS
The vectors x sag,e and y sag,e which collect the mass centers coordinates of each structural element in sagittal plane are: ,ϒ , ∀ ∈ {F, A, L, H , B, B n , S} and ∀ ϒ ∈ {sag, Le, Ri} are the inertia moments of each structural element, it is necessary to VOLUME 7, 2019 apply the parallel axis theorem explained in [37] 
